Abstract. Motivated by recent research on cooperative search of autonomous vehicles, a new approach for searching unknown targets is introduced in this paper. The unknown targets are assumed to be static. ZAMBONI search in spiral curve form is considered to implement the cooperation of vehicles. Algorithms that based on geometry underlying search process are discussed to make vehicles act in the spiral curves form. The receding horizon control is introduced for obstacle avoidance which can result in a feasible trajectory during the search process. Simulations of the hybrid method based on ZAMBONI search and receding horizon control show promising results.
Introduction
Autonomous vehicles such as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) can have both civilian and military applications. The research on the intelligence of autonomous vehicles is the trend for UAV applications, and there have been some achievements in specific missions. Search is one typical mission which needs a cooperative strategy for a team of autonomous vehicles [1] . A pheromone map is introduced to realize the cooperation [2] , where the searching area is divided into grids and every grid has a value for its statu. The cooperation of vehicles is built on the grids' status, which can be seen as an implicit method for cooperation. However, most of the methods are based on partly using of targets' information. And, searching unknown targets is still a difficult work [3] . The ZAMBONI search is used for searching unknown targets, and it has been proved to be an efficient way [4] . Strategy is given for searching unknown targets by covering the searching area in form of single curve, and the convergence is discussed in [5] .
Obstacle avoidance exists in every trajectory planning problem. Rapidly-Explored Random Tree (RRT) and Artificial Potential Field (APF) can both find a feasible trajectory using the information of obstacles [6] . RRT is firstly introduced by R.Yagel [7] as a discrete method which finds a feasible trajectory made up by way-points. E.Frazzoli [8] then find an efficient way to build up a tree based on random methods, and an optimal trajectory is chosen from the tree. APF is firstly introduced by O.Khatibt [9] , which sets a potential function for every obstacle so that the vehicles can avoid the obstacles because of the system dynamic. However, it's hard to describe the unknown obstacles for both these methods. Method based on prediction is considered in [10] , and the stability of such method is proved in [11] . Receding Horizon Control (RHC) based on the idea of prediction can renew the local feasible configuration space during the search process [12] . And, it has been used in the vehicles' trajectory planning [13] and search task [14] because of its advantages for avoiding moving obstacles and executing real-time cooperation.
In our work, ZAMBONI search is implemented in forms of spiral curve to cover the searching area. An algorithm is constructed to result in a motion direction for vehicle which can make sure of that the vehicle act in the spiral curve. The cooperation of vehicles is reflected in covering of the searching area by different spiral curves. Receding horizon control is used in trajectory planning which makes sure of the avoidance for obstacles. Collision-checking and adjustment processes are discussed to implement the receding horizon control during search process. Hybrid control based on ZAMBONI search and receding horizon control is used to search unknown targets.
Problem Formulation The Vehicles
Searching area is present as a grid map. The vehicle's motion is restrict by eight directions. The direction set is defined as D = { i 4 π|i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, 7}. The sensor area of the vehicle is much larger than the scale of the vehicle [15] . The vehicle moves on one grid for every step, while its sensor area covers a number of grids. The vehicle's motion and sensor area are shown in the Fig. 1 . 
Search Task
The static unknown target can be seen as a point in searching area. A round searching area is considered without losing generality. Obstacles can be rounds or convex polygons. A n obstacles environment is described by an obstacle set O(n), in which a round obstacle is saved as the center point and point on the circle as {(c x , c y ), (r x , r y )} while a m-edge convex polygon obstacle is saved as the vertexes {(
A team of autonomous vehicles are assumed to make a ZAMBONI search covering the searching area efficiently. Strategy for obstacle avoidance is necessary for search task. Here, the receding horizon control is chosen to implement the avoidance.
Cooperative Search Approach ZAMBONI Search in Spiral Curve
A clockwise spiral curve r = α 1 e α 2 θ (θ ∈ (−∞, 0]) is chosen to guide the vehicles' motion, which covers the searching area as a form of ZAMBONI search. Given the initial position and position at angle −2π, the coefficients α 1 and α 2 are got automatically. The direction that vehicle should follow can be calculated by current status.
The motion is described by both Cartesian coordinate and polar coordinate. The center of the searching area is set to be the origin of the frames. Fig. 2 shows computation of direction from Cartesian coordinate to polar coordinate. 
Then, according to the i-phase that (x, y) exits in, the angle in polar coordinate is
Substitute
to change the polar coordinates (r, θ) to Cartesian coordinates (x,ỹ). Now , we need to compute the tangent at point (x,ỹ). Obviously, it holdsx 2 +ỹ 2 = r 2 . So, we can write it as r = f (x,ỹ).
According to the chain rule
the slope of tangent at (x,ỹ) can be calculated by the definition that k l = dỹ dx . The angle of the tangent in the Cartesian coordinate is
Then, the direction to go is
Following the ϕ , vehicle moves in the trajectory of spiral curve. Cooperative search of multiple vehicles for ZAMBONI search is considered to be a combination of different spiral curves covering the searching area together. Given a searching area and initial positions, we can decide the vehicles' positions at angle −2π by the sensor area of the vehicles. Set a reasonable positions at angle −2π, the vehicles can cover the searching area well.
Receding Horizon Control Receding horizon control is used for the obstacle avoidance. The vehicles' status are predict based on current status, then whether collision happens is checked. And, an adjustive direction is chosen in direction set D when collision happens [16] . Fig. 3 is an example of 2-step receding horizon control.
In a k-step receding horizon control, the vehicle moves k steps ahead along the direction ϕ , from (x, y) to (x ′ , y ′ ).
where d g is the edge length of the grid. Then collision-checking process is used to check whether collision happens at (x ′ , y ′ ). If collision happens, then adjustment process will be taken to adjust the direction. The feasible direction set is defined as
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Repeat the collision-checking and adjustment process until a feasible direction is find in feasible direction set D ′ . In the collision-checking process, obstacles can be distinguished as two types: rounds and convex polygons. For a round obstacle, it's just needed to check the distance between vehicle and round center. For a convex polygon, it's equal to check whether (x ′ , y ′ ) is in the polygon. Fig. 4 shows different relationships between points and convex polygon. A k-step receding horizon control will be decided by some computation based on the scale of obstacles. If we have obstacle set O(n), then we can define
Where R i is radius of a round and d ij is length for the longest edge of a polygon.
Time step k can be simply computed as
So far, with the time step k, collision-checking and adjustment process, the obstacle avoidance can be implemented.
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Hybrid Control
Hybrid control is defined as a combination of the ZAMBONI search and receding horizon control. The coefficients for ZAMBONI search in spiral curve are calculated firstly. Receding horizon control is used for obstacle avoidance during the search process. In the iteration of computation, adjustment of direction is made according to the strategy for obstacle avoidance. Fig. 5 shows structure of the hybrid control system. 
Simulation Result
Firstly, effectiveness of the ZAMBONI search in spiral curves is checked by simulation. As shown in the Fig. 6 , the right are the spiral curves, and the left are trajectories of vehicles. The trajectories are described by '⋄',' * ' and '+' for different vehicles. The result shows that the three trajectories of vehicles almost cover the searching area. Simulation for obstacle avoidance is made by using receding horizon control. In the same searching area, three vehicles are made to move to the center of the area. As shown in the Fig. 7 , the vehicles can well avoid collision by using receding horizon control. The curves of '+' are trajectories for vehicles which show that vehicles can adjust direction for obstacle avoidance. The result means that the receding horizon control that discussed above can well implement the obstacle avoidance. Finally, simulation of the hybrid control is made for search task with a static unknown target . As shown in Fig. 8 left , the curves of '+' are trajectories for vehicles. The vehicles follow the spiral curves to cover the searching area. Direction of motion is adjusted for the obstacle avoidance during search process. The result shows that the hybrid control combining ZAMBONI search and receding horizon control can make the vehicles implement the spiral curve trajectories in obstacle environment. In Fig. 8 right, it's the local vision on obstacle avoidance during the search process. 
Conclusion
In our work, spiral curve r = α 1 e α 2 θ is introduced to implement the ZAMBONI search. Algorithm is conducted to make the vehicles act in given spiral curves. Cooperation is reflected in the covering of the searching area by trajectories of vehicles which follow different spiral curves that calculated from the initial status. Receding horizon control is chosen for obstacle avoidance. Time step k is decided by the scale information of obstacles. Collision-checking and adjustment processes are constructed to implement the receding horizon control. Hybrid control combining ZAMBONI search and receding horizon control is chosen for the cooperative search task with static unknown targets, where ZAM-BONI search is used to design a spiral trajectory that vehicles to follow and receding horizon control is used to form an obstacles avoidance strategy.
The work of this paper shows that the hybrid control described as above is an efficient method for cooperative search for unknown target with obstacles avoidance.
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